
Simulation (2WB05) Assignment 3

A Justin Bieber concert

The organisation of a Justin Bieber concert has 20 volunteers at its dis-
posal and would like to know how they should be used. The twenty volun-
teers should either help serving people that want to buy drinks, or help at
the food stand where all sorts of food (mostly salads) are sold. In order to
determine how to distribute the 20 volunteers between the two locations,
the following data are relevant (see also Figure 1). Exactly 200 crazy Just-
ing Bieber fans will attend the concert, which was completely sold out.
Approximately 70% of these fans are female. During the concert the fans
will move randomly between the following four locations: the area in front
of the stage, the bar where drinks are sold, the foodstand, and the re-
strooms. The probabilities of moving from one area to another are given
in the table below:

To
Stage Food Drinks Restrooms

Stage 0.2 0.5 0.3
From Food 0.5 0.5

Drinks 0.7 0.3
Restrooms 0.6 0.4

This means that, for example, a fan leaving the area in front of the stage
walks to the foodstand with probability 0.2, visits the bar with probability
0.5, and goes to the restroom with probability 0.3. On average, fans stay
on the field in front of the stage for 20 minutes. Service at the food stand
requires approximately 4 minutes, and drinks are served in approximately
2 minutes (waiting times not included). A visit to the restroom takes 1
minutes for men, and 3 minutes for women. Walking times between the
different areas are negligible.

The organisation has one additional question (besides how to use the
twenty volunteers): how many restrooms for ladies/men are required? Or
is it better to have one big restroom for both men and women?

Your assignment is to write a detailed report, addressing the questions
posed above. Make sure that your report is well-written, well-structured,
and that you interpret all of your results.
Email your report to marko@win.tue.nl before Monday December 10, 2012,
and include your source code as an attachment.
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Figure 1: The layout of the site where the Justin Bieber concert takes place. The
numbers indicate the probabilities that an arbitrary Justin Bieber fan walks from
one location to another. The mean times spent at each location (waiting times
not included) are also indicated.
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